Info Novitas
DIGITAL PHONE
IP PBX SYSTEM

3CX PLATFORM

SOLUTION FOR
VIDEO COLLABORATION

SOLUTION FOR
UNIFIED COMMUNICATION

Platform which is designed for professional digital IP
telephony, video communication, ﬁle, documents &
applications sharing through IP network.
Complete
e-learning solution
Distance learning,
unlimited number of participants
Trackings, tests, quizzes,
interactive board,
material sharing, lessions
recording
Available SDK / integration

SAVING
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Wide application
possibilities
Business meetings
Presentations
Common / distant work
Webinars
Interactive support
Distance learning...

Info Novitas contact center 3CX UC platform is not competition for
revolutionary communication technologies, it is their frame, as it is
oriented to organisations, and not individuals. IN3CX platform
prepares companies for new era of telecommunications, and it does
not demand standard telecom operators.

More quality service and support
LAND LINES
Increasing the availability of staﬀ
Improving the mobility of employees
Faster decision making
SAVING
Employees becomes more relax
Better cooperation dispersed teams up to
TOWARD
Streamlined business processes
NES
MOBILE LI
Savings on mobile telecom services
Savings on travel costs (video)
Reducing the number of missed business opportunities
Minimizing costs for expansion or system modiﬁcation
Savings on the ﬁxed and mobile telecom services
Savings of up to 80% on international calls

Employees
traveling abroad
(software phone)

40%

smartphone

Bridge
(data connection)
Bridge
(data connection)

POSSIBILITIES
Internet-based dashboard
Conﬁguration wizard
Real time system status
Integrated web server
Automatic backup and restore
functionality
MS Windows Server certiﬁed
It can work as virtual machine
Presence of other users preview
Integrated FAX Server
Receiving of FAX messages to e-mail (PDF)

Managing IP phones remotely
Autoconﬁguration via phone system
Permission for users to conﬁgure their own
extensions
Compact Windows System Tray Applet
Private calls history
Calls forwarding to voice mail
TAPI interface for integration with Outlook
Calls-on-hold list supervision
Using the application combined with the
physical phone on the table

inﬁnity.com.hr

Possibility of integration with our modern
business
Inﬁnity is a modern multifunctional platform which includes
several integrated sub-systems, solutions
system
and tools for collaboration, communication
and complete organization management.

Simple usage enables you to concentrate on business
and don't waste time on software.
System is modular and it adapts to business process!
Our possibilities are endless

GSM phone

IP phones
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